willingness to sell or soliciting of the information of consumer data that was entrusted to an organization [1, 2] .
The challenges of privacy and security in Big Data
The term Big Data [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] refers to the massive digital information which is collected by different companies and government organization. Everyday quintillion bytes of data have been created i.e. 90% of the data in the world today has been created in the last 2 years alone. Security and privacy issues [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] are magnified by velocity, volume, and variety of Big Data, such as large-scale cloud infrastructures, diversity of data sources and formats, streaming nature of data acquisition and high volume inter-cloud migration. The use of large-scale cloud infrastructure, with a diversity of software platforms, spread across large networks of computers, also increase the attack on the system. The main security and privacy challenges in Big Data are the following: [16] [17] [18] .
a. Secure computations in distributed program frameworks. b. Security best practices for non-relational data sources. c. Secure data sources and transition logs. d. Endpoint input validation/filtering. e. Real-time security/compliance monitoring. f. Versatile and composable privacy-data mining and analytics. g. Cryptographically enforced access control and secure communication. h. Granular access control. i. Granular audits. j. Data provenance.
The need of light weighted encryption
Heavy and light weighted encryption algorithms are used for secured communication over the Internet. Light weighted encryption algorithms are preferred over heavyweight encryption algorithms in low power designs and devices mainly because of their reduced resource requirements. A light weighted encryption technique takes less time for encryption and provides better security than existing heavyweight algorithms such as AES, RSA, PGP, TEA, and RC6 [19] . The proposed solution employs multi-level light weighted encryption along with key encryption and thereby decreases the possibility of various threats by attackers. In recent years, a large amount of person-specific data were collected by both government and private entities [20] . Laws and regulations require that some collected data must be made public (Example: Census and Healthcare Data).
Contribution
The major contribution of the paper is toward proposing a novel approach called Secured Map Reduced Layer (SMR) for Big Data. This model is based on Input-Output Privacy and Data Security. Other key aspects of this approach are as follows: a. Achieving high data utility with the same level of privacy compared with the existing approach. b. Proposed SMR Layer reduces information loss. c. SMR model is based on lightweight encryption so execution time is optimized. d. This algorithm resolves the scalability issues related to privacy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. "Related work" section discusses privacy and security concerns in related work. "Problem discussion" section discusses the problems in related work. "The proposed Secure Map Reduce (SMR) model" section covers the proposed Secure Map Reduce (SMR) model. "Dataset used" section discusses understanding of Twitter Dataset. "Results and discussion" section covers the encryption and decryption side implementation, Performance measure, results and discussion. Finally, "Conclusions and future work" section concludes the paper and suggests future work.
Related work
The various profound Big Data Privacy and Security methods analyzed or proposed by the researchers categorized into three types i.e. Input Privacy, Output Privacy, and Data Security.
Input privacy
In input privacy, one is primarily concerned with publishing anonymized data with models such as k-anonymity and l-diversity. Work-based on Input Privacy is discussed in this section. Mohammadian [21] work describes an algorithm which is Fast Anonymization of Big Data Streams (FAST). It results in the efficiency of anonymizing Big Data and also decreases the degree of information loss and cost metric. Evfimievski [22] work refers to randomized based privacy approach for a small amount of data. Client-side contains personal information, when this information is sent to the server side, then only statistically important properties are sent. The clients can guard the privacy of their data by unsettling the data with a randomization algorithm and further giving in the randomized version. It describes certain ways and consequences in randomization for numerical and categorical data and argues the concern of measuring privacy. The exploration in utilizing randomization for preserving privacy, which gives an impression of being a piece of some more profound measurable way to deal with security and privacy. This then provides a connection to the groundbreaking work which is done by Claude Shannon. His work is on the secrecy of a system which enables us to look into privacy under a different angle than the conventional cryptographic approach. Randomization does not count on complexity hypotheses from algebra or number theory and does not need costly cryptographic operations or sophisticated protocols. It is likely that future studies will combine statistical approach to privacy with cryptography and secure multiparty computation, for their mutual benefit. Tripathy [23] work presents a procedure which can be used to achieve anonymization using k-anonymity and l-diversity on social networking site data. This algorithm is altered reasonably from their corresponding algorithm for microdata and also relies upon some modified algorithms developed for anonymization against neighborhood attack. The algorithm still needs little advancement in order to decrease the complexity, so it can be applied to large social networks. The p-sensitivity issue as specified by Machanavajjhala is yet to be dealt with so far even in the relational database case. Only distinct l diversity has been measured and utilized up to this point. Jain et al. [24] work on improved k-anonymity algorithm applied to a Big candidate election data set acquired from the Madhya Pradesh (MP, India) State Election Commission. Somayajulu [25] work refers to perturb attribute associations in a controlled way, by shifting the data values of specific columns by rotating fields. Zakerzadeh et al. [26] propose the well-established multidimensional k-anonymization Mondrian algorithm for MapReduce framework. MapReduce based anonymization (MRA) [27] is proposed in which instead of generating a single global file for all the nodes, chunks of the file are generated and distributed among all the nodes. In the mapping step, each node appends a unique file id to each part of the file for identification purpose. Hence, in the next iteration, each node needs to access only those files which were updated by its corresponding reducer. This way load of maintaining a global file is removed. Multiple iterations and file management are two major drawbacks of this technique. As the number of iteration increases, the performance of the system reduces and file management using MapReduce is also a difficult task.
Output privacy
In output privacy, one is generally interested in problems such as association rule hiding and query auditing, where the output of different data mining algorithms is either perturbed or "audited" in order to preserve privacy. Work-based on Output Privacy is discussed in this section. Roy [28] work refers to a map-reduce based system that provides strong privacy, security and provides assurances for distributed computations on sensitive data known as Airavat model. This model comprises of a novel integration of mandatory access control (MAC) and differential privacy (DP). Here, data providers control the security plan for their sensitive data, including a mathematical assurance on potential privacy violations. Airavat considered the first model which integrates MAC with DP and enables many privacy-preserving Map-Reduce calculations without the need for an audit of untrusted code. Derbeko [29] work on map reduce when a Map-Reduce computation is implemented in public or hybrid clouds, privacy, security, and output of Map-Reduce are essentially considered. In public and hybrid cloud environment, implementation of the Map-Reduce paradigm requires privacy, integrity, and correctness of the outputs as well as verification of mapper's reducers. Mehmood [2] work provides a complete outline of the privacy preservation techniques in Big Data and presents the challenges of existing mechanisms. They explained the infrastructure of Big Data and the privacy, maintaining techniques in each phase of the Big Data lifecycle. They also explained fundamental difficulties in deploying homomorphic encryption in the framework of Big Data analytics. This is to keep the computational complexity as low as possible. Chaudhari and Tiwari [30] work on heuristic-based association rule hiding using oracle real application clusters by introducing the concept of the impact factor of the transaction on the rule. Yadav and Ojha [31] work on data hiding in a generic grid that could be of pixels or bits.
Data security
Security is the "confidentiality, integrity and availability" of data. Security offers the ability to be confident that decisions are respected. Work-based on Data Security is discussed in this section. According to the Terzi [32] work, network traffic should be expressed in code with suitable standards, access to devices should be checked, employees should be authorized to access systems, analysis should be done on anonymized data sending and receiving should be made for the secure channel to prevent data drip, and network should be observed for threats. Kacha [33] work describes principal issues related to data security that is raised by cloud environment are classified into three categories: (1) data security issues raised by single cloud characteristics, (2) data security issues raised by data lifecycle in cloud computing, (3) data security issues associated with data security attributes (confidentiality, integrity, and availability). Ilavarasi [34] states the concern on the security while distributing microdata about population. The emerging area called privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM) concentrates on any person-specific privacy without negotiating data mining results. The enhancing growth of PPDM algorithms enhances the concept of investigating the privacy inferences and the crosscutting issues between privacy versus the utility of the data.
Problem discussion
1. Existing approaches as discussed in related work in "Related work" section are categorized into three different category's i.e. Input privacy, output privacy, and data security. Each of these three categories has a specific purpose. The proposed SMR Layer is a combination of all three categories i.e. Input-Output Privacy and Data Security. It provides not only input privacy on raw data (Twitter Dataset) but also applies query auditing in Output Privacy. This layer also maintains confidentiality, integrity, and availability as a part of data security. 2. Input and Output privacy are based on partial encryption having high information loss. Data security is based on data encryption which is applied on an entire dataset which is time-consuming. Our proposed model is based on lightweight encryption. It does not only provide full encryption in optimal time but also maintains it optimizes information loss. Due to the use of lightweight encryption, it utilizes the effect of large crowd i.e. Big Data. In increasing data size, execution time difference does not proportionally increase. So it resolves scalability issues of Privacy.
The proposed Secure Map Reduce (SMR) model
The enterprise organizations are facing deployment and management challenges with Big Data. Hadoop's core specifications are still being developed by the Apache community and, thus far, do not adequately address enterprise requirements for more robust privacy and security, policy enforcement, and regulatory compliance. While Hadoop may have its challenges, its approach, which allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers, represents the future of enterprise computing. In order to fill the privacy and security gaps that exist in all open source Hadoop distributions, a solid pathway for securing distributed computing environments in the enterprise is provided by proposed Secured Map Reduce Model. The traditional model of Big Data does not specify any level for capturing the sensitivity of both structured and unstructured data. It additionally needs to consolidate the thought of protection and security where the danger of uncovering individual data is probably limited. Given the high volume of enormous information, and the combination of structured and unstructured data requires some set of new models for Big Data so as to increase privacy and security. These algorithms build on current privacy-preserving data techniques, thus comes up with a new model which incorporates a new layer of privacy on the map reduces phase of Big Data architecture. This new layer thus implements the security algorithms on the data individually as the data come across the map-reduce phase. The security algorithm should be light weighted encryption techniques so that the overhead of new algorithms does not affect the main functionality of the Big Data. The data thus can be protected and secured, when it is processed through this new proposed Secured Map Reduce (SMR) layer of Big Data. It starts from a collection of data from weblogs, Social Data, Streaming Data, and then the collected data is sent to HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . This proposed model introduces a privacy layer between HDFS and MR Layer (Map Reduce) known as Secured Map Reduce (SMR) Layer as shown in Fig. 1 . To increase the security and privacy of the data, perturbation and randomized techniques were used. SMR layer is based on a proposed lightweight encryption process, which satisfies the big data security and privacy in optimal timing requirement [40] . In lightweight encryption process original data are passed to HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) then the data from HDFS will be passed to Map Reduce Layer. The original data may be in the form of weblogs, streaming data, social data. The encryption process takes place in map reduce layer. Once the data entered the map reduce layer the encryption starts. Encryption is the step where encode or encrypt the given data. There are two levels involved in this encryption. At the first level converting text data to number, to do this, first, consider the text and dividing each word text into tokens. It will take key-value pairs (KVP) model, by considering each unique word and counting the number of times the word is repeated in the given data. Where key is each unique word and number of times the word is repeated is value. This process not only provides lightweight encryption but also provide high privacy by giving data. The second level performs the randomization process [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] in converted number data, which enhance the privacy level. Vertical partitioning of the HybrEx model [46] shown in Fig. 2 has been implemented where the data is first processed in the private cloud at the time of encryption and then the data is processed in public cloud at the time of decryption.
Decryption is the step where decrypt the encrypted data. It is the reverse process of encryption. In this process processed data (key-value pairs) is passed to HDFS then the output of this is passed into the map-reduce layer. Where decryption takes place in map reduce layer. This phase is called a reconstruction phase. There are two levels involved in this decryption process. First is reverse randomization, this level uses randomization to decrypt the encrypted message to some extent. Second is Fig. 2 The architecture of the HybrEx Model convert number to text data, using the concept of Key-Value pairs (KVP) model after reverse randomization. Every word (token) is key and a number of times it is repeated is value. But as the order is not mentioned here to maintain the order will retrieve the data from the file where wrote the order. By this, it will successfully complete the number to text data conversion.
Algorithm 1 Secure Map Reduce (SMR) Encryption Algorithm
Input: File data F.
Output: Encrypted file SMR, an Encrypted file of frequencies EC.
Mapper Phase:
1. Partition (F).
for each line L i
A.
read();
B. tokenize();
C. for each word w j i. Convert w j to number n j ; // here we covert the word into the number and store this into a hash map and the SMR file.
ii. rand(n j ); // here the number is replaced by the random 3. A. Write(rand(n j ), SMR); // this original-random number pair is written into the SMR encrypted file for the process of reverse randomization.
B. Write(mapper id, SMR);
Reducer Phase:
1.
Combine(mapper result);
2.
Count(w j );
3.
Encrypt(Count(w j ));
Description of SMR encryption algorithm
In Algorithm 1 Partition(F), the HDFS partition the file data (F) into n number of blocks each of size 128 MB and distribute them to m nodes where mapper and reducer working on. Now by read() function, the mapper read the part of the data file line by line, then tokenize the string into separate words using tokenize(). At that point, each word will be changed over to various one-way privacy purpose, then in two-way privacy purpose, it further changed to another arbitrary number through the procedure of randomization for which utilize the function Rand(). The write() function would lead to this random number being written to a common file which is called the SMR encrypted file, where the pairs of a random number corresponding to the original number are written and also the order of the original numbered data is written. This file is then used at the time of reverse randomization. Thus, the original numbered data are retrieved and also the order of the sentence is maintained. Here each mapper maintains the count of each number. Now the results of all the mappers passed to the reducer. The file which is generated on the mapper side is the encrypted SMR file which maintains the (noisy number) − (original number) pairs and the entire order of the original numbered file along with the mapper ids. It is to be considered that the mapper task also writes the mapper id at the end of each sentence to maintain the regular order of sentences. In the reducer phase, each reducer combines the result of mappers and maintain the count of words in the entire file. Then the frequency of each word is also encrypted. So the word is encrypted as well as its frequency is also encrypted.
Application of query on the encrypted data
Analyzing the Twitter dataset could help one's improvement in many spheres like marketing companies for increases the popularity of their products, with many surveys for seeing who is most influential currently, for finding out the latest trends and patterns which in turn would help to enhance profit and business. Applying for any of the above queries the component used in this paper is the hive. After the data is transferred from HDFS to MapReduce, where it is encrypted, the component hive [47] comes into play and answers these queries. In this way, the identity of the person is preserved along with the queries being answered. Storing the data into HDFS [48] and then processing the data through a secured map-reduce phase where encryption process is performed, all this is done in a private cloud and then the encrypted data is given to the public cloud where only that person can get the data who have the decryption key. The decryption key is nothing but the SMR encrypted file which contains (noisy number) -(original number) pairs and the order of the entire original numbered file and also the mapper ids along with the hash map. Now if someone tries to query the data using hive, the person will get an encrypted answer and hence in this way this work provided two-way security to the data. Only that person having this decryption key can get the information uses of SMR layer to secured data. E. add string S to hash map(H);
Decrypt(C);
read(hash map(H));
2. generate(D);
generate(DC);

Description of SMR decryption algorithm
In Algorithm 2, initially, the server receives the encrypted file from the client through a network connection. This encrypted file, SMR, act as an input to the server cluster. Now HDFS at this side first partition the file data into l blocks, then distribute them to several nodes again (Partition (SMR)). The partition of a file is again read line by line. It reads the mapper id first and creates a hashmap based on these mapper ids. The mapper read one line and again tokenize it and then decrypt the number into the corresponding word by the process of reverse randomization. And further, add the whole decrypted string to the hashmap under the matching mapper id. Likewise, all the mappers add their decrypted strings to the same hash map. And now this hashmap is passed onto the reducer side. Also, the file containing the word and its frequency also be decrypted and pass onto the reducer end. The reducer will again perform two tasks simultaneously. It first read the hash map line by line and generate a decrypted file which contains the whole data in order (D) and it also combines the results of mapper to generate an output file of words and their frequency (DC).
Dataset used
The way that researchers and other people who want to get large publicly available Twitter datasets [49] are through their Application Programming Interface (API). A large dataset of Twitter is available on their API from where a researcher can download the data. There are two unique types of Twitter API: RESTful and Streaming. The RESTful API is helpful for getting things like arrangements of supporters and the individuals who take over a specific client and is the thing that most Twitter customers are working off of. This work concentrates on the Streaming API. The Streaming API works by making a demand for a particular kind of information sifted by watchword, client, geographic range, or an irregular specimen and afterward keeping the association opens the length of there are no blunders in the association. For this purpose, using the tweepy bundle to get to the Streaming API.
Collecting data
The initial step is to get a copy of tweepy [49] (either by looking at the store or simply downloading it) and then introducing it. The following steps to do are, firstly it has to make an occasion of a tweepy Stream Listener, which will deal with the approaching information (Begin another document for every 20,000 tweets, labeled with a prefix and a timestamp. This record is called' slistener.py') secondly, it needs the script that does the gathering itself. This record is called'streaming.py' , which can accumulate clients, watchwords, or particular areas characterized by bouncing boxes. The API documentation has more information on this. For the present, some well-known keywords like Delhi and India, etc. (keywords are case-insensitive) are being used in the proposed model.
Results and discussion
The platform used for the deployment is HP Z840 workstation. It consists of 64-bit dual core processors and 8 GB of RAM. The proposed SMR layer codes written in Java and executed in Hadoop multi-node environment. The multi-node environment created by using 5 number of workstations. Each Workstation has 40 Cores. In our experiments 40 Cores are used for Name Node and 160 cores are used for data nodes for implementing SMR.
When the input file is provided to the master node, vertical partitioning of the HybrEx model [46] has been implemented where the data processed in the private cloud at the time of Encryption. Hadoop mechanism partition the whole file into smaller parts. Then these parts are distributed to many mapper tasks by the job tracker. Inside each mapper, every word of a sentence gets encrypted with the specified logic of randomization and is written to a file along with the mapper Id of the corresponding mapper task of the slave node. Now the reducer task will aggregate the results of all mapper tasks and finally generate the encrypted file as output, which is to be transmitted to the public cloud. Anyone accessing this data from the public cloud will always get an encrypted answer when the person queries the encrypted data. Only that individual who is having the decryption key will be able to get the original data and the desired outputs to the queries. Now, what happens when the person tries to decrypt the data with the decryption key? Now, when the encrypted file is provided to the master node, the Hadoop mechanism partitions the whole file into small parts. Then these parts are distributed to many mapper tasks by the job tracker. Inside each mapper, every word of a sentence gets decrypted with the specified logic of randomization and a hash map is created according to the mapper Id and all the sentences belonging to the one mapper are placed in one place. Now the reducer task will finally write the whole hash map in order to a file and generates the decrypted file as output which the same as the original file is.
The following performance measures are used to measure the performance of proposed SMR model.
Running time: The running time is measured in terms of the wall-clock time (milliseconds). So the performance of the proposed method can be effectively comprehended. This will provide overall better scalability.
CPU utilization: By using the proposed methodology which is based on parallel and distributed architecture tends to increase CPU utilization. CPU performance increases by efficiently using other resources such as memory space, input-output devices etc.
Memory usage: Memory usage not only depends on the amount of data to be processed but also on a data structure that has been used in the algorithm. As it is obvious that a large amount of data take more memory space, but in the proposed method, there is an effective use of memory space while processing huge amount of data sets. The appropriate data structure is used in the proposed method in order to occupy less space.
Information loss: When privacy preserving technique is applied, one should take care of degradation in data quality. Data quality (also called functionality loss metric) is a widely used metric that captures the entire amount of loss information due to encryption. For an encrypted dataset with n tuples and m attribute, the information loss I [50] is computed as follows in Eq. 2.
In the above equation, lower ij and upper ij represent lower and upper bound of attribute j in tuple i after generalization respectively, min j and max j represent the minimum and maximum values respectively taken by attribute j over all records.
In Fig. 3 graph shows that the parallel execution of Hadoop SMR layer tasks markedly reduces the time when it comes to increasing the number of cores 40-160 as the nodes will simultaneously perform with the same speed of processing the data. The execution time reduction is not proportional to the increase of the number of cores/nodes due to input-output operation and CPU time required for the shuffle process in MapReduce. And also, there is number of nodes takes to combine their result because it is not necessary that jobs completed by all nodes at the same time. SMR layer approach, when increase the data size time difference get minimized. Due to the use of lightweight encryption, it utilizes the effect of large crowd i.e. Big Data. In increasing data size, execution time difference does not proportionally increase. So it resolves scalability issues of Privacy. Table 1 shows that the existing anonymization algorithms Mondrian [26] and MRA [27] Mondrian, this gap becomes less significant for larger data set (> 10 M). Since Mondrian cannot run on multiple machines in parallel, it always holds the issue of scalability and cannot be applied over large data sets. Also, as the size of the data increases the SMR algorithm seems to take optimized time than the existing MRA algorithm.
SMR takes less CPU use in the multi-node environment, here having four HP Z840 workstations 64-bit dual-core processors, the range of CPU uses between 5% and 11.9% shown in Fig. 4 
Fig. 4 CPU and Memories uses in SMR in multimode environment
A release of data is said to have the k-anonymity property if the information for each person contained in the release cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals whose information also appear in the release. The information loss in a traditional method such as MRA [27] is around 40% and this new proposed approach SMR layer is reduced to only 5% using 100 million dataset as shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, this new SMR layer is an improvement over the existing methods and also maintain the privacyutility tradeoff for data miners.
The mathematical formula used in the SMR layer to calculate the information loss in Eq. 3 of the randomized data in the reverse process is defined as:
Experiments have been done several times on the same data, which gives variation in Information Loss in Table 2 . On average an information loss (in each experiment) approximate to 5%.
Overall Information Loss = (4.95 + 3.55 + 6.45 + 4.9 + 5.1)/5 = 4.97 ≈ 5 constrained. SMR model is based on lightweight encryption, which uses randomization and perturbation methods for maintaining security and integrity. Existing anonymization methods take much more time compared to proposed SMR model for implementation of security algorithms. The experimental result shows that this approach is an advantage for Big Data, which provides better privacy and security. When increasing the data size, the running time difference gets remarkable minimized as compared to existing approaches, So SMR layer resolves scalability issues of privacy. Analysis results demonstrate that CPU utilization, Memory usage, and Information loss are optimized in proposed SMR layers. SMR layer also maintains the privacy-utility tradeoff for data miners. Future work will focus on the privacy and security of Big Data, which is generated in real-time. 
Conclusions and future work
